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How To Professionally 
Document Repairs



Focus is on commercial roofing.

A Tale Of 

Two Roofers
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Principles apply to residential.



Floating Around In This 
Story Is a “Recipe for 

Success”



1. You need to give them what 
they ask for!

2. You need to show them what
you did.

3. You need to show them where
you did it.

4. The key ingredient that makes it 
all work.

5. Special Sauce

“Recipe for Success”
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1.You need to give them 
what they ask for!

• You need to record it for next 
time

• The role of database software
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2.You need to show 
them what you did.

• Johnny and the heat gun.  (Heat 
gun?)

• 2 Man Crews

• Train
• Feedback

• Yep, this is the part where we talk 
about picture taking.



Quiz Time!!
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Before 
Photo

After 
Photo

Problem:

Corrective Action:



Problem:

Corrective Action:

Tide off to pull 
bucket up





There is a puncture in the roof membrane.

Corrective Action:

Problem: Puncture in the roof membrane

This was cleaned and properly repaired. 



Corrective Action:

Problem: Membrane 
Punctures – Rips - Tears

Punctures through roof surface allowing water entry to roof system.

The area will be cleaned and new piece of membrane will be 
adhered to the surface to ensure a watertight repair.



Corrective Action:

Problem:



Corrective Action:

Problem:
Bad seal on pitch pan

Sealed pitch pan with M1



Two Holes, One Patch?  
Do these go together?

Corrective Action:

Problem: Punctures – Tears - Rips Punctures, tears and rips in the roof system 
can allow water entry, which will cause 
damage to the roof system and building 
interior.

Seal all punctures, tears and rips in 
compliance with roofing manufacturers 
specifications



Library language MUST be precise.

Corrective Action:

Problem: Punctures – Rips - Tears

Clean the roof area, install a new piece of 
membrane and seal.

Typically caused by foot traffic, 
mechanical work, or simply because the 
membrane is at the end of it’s service life.



Lets Look At Example 
of “Good” Photos



Picturing Taking Here is Perfect

Corrective Action:

Problem: Pitch Pockets

Pitch pocket holds water, or has deteriorated. Shrinkage of the filer has occurred allowing 
water to enter. Replacement may be needed due to aging and deterioration.

If the pitch pocket is in salvageable condition, additional filler material may be 
added. There are several options for replacement, possible eliminating the pitch 
pocket, and using a 3 course modified flashing material.



Leak location inside of suite. Two holes in the roof membrane.

Holes repaired using proper materials. Broken P-trap drain.



Temp sealed area of broken P-trap.







Before 
Photo

During 
Photo

After 
Photo

During 
Photo

During 
Photo

During 
Photo















1. Before/During/After Pictures, taken from the 
same locations.

2. Captioned Photos, tell them what you are 
doing.  (Numbered Photos)

3. If using a database library to caption 
photos, make sure the language is precise.

4. If using something like FCS, make sure 
“Problem” photos only show problems and 
“Correction” photos only show corrections

5. Photos should tell a story.

Summary of Photo Taking

6. Role of database software



Leak location inside of suite. Two holes in the roof membrane.

Broken P-trap drain.Holes repaired using proper materials.



Question:  Which HVAC unit on this roof 
(there are 10 of them) has the problem 

P-trap?

Temp sealed area of broken P-trap.
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3. You need to show them where 
you did it.

4. The key ingredient that makes it 
all work.

5. Special Sauce

“Recipe for Success”



3.You need to show 
them where you did it.

• You have a leak in the bread aisle







Now how many 
of you think this is 
good 
documentation?

Problem:

Corrective Action



Can you begin to see why these photos 
are so much better?

Problem: Membrane 
Punctures – Rips - Tears

Punctures through roof surface allowing water entry to roof system.:
Corrective Action

The area will be cleaned and new piece of membrane will be adhered 
to the surface to ensure a watertight repair.



Problem:

Corrective Action



Leak location inside of suite. Two holes in the roof membrane.

Broken P-trap drain.Holes repaired using proper materials.





How close to 
rooftop 
equipment?

Problem:

Corrective Action





How NOT to do a roof drawing.



How NOT to do a roof drawing.



Need to be able to 
give this drawing to 
the office admin. and 
have the admin go up 
the ladder and walk to 
it.

Field Techs need to understand “WHY” they are 
making a drawing.





3. You need to show 
them where you 
did it.

• Train
• Feedback
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4.The key ingredient 
that makes it all work.
• Grocery Run

Key ingredient = Fast 

• Immediately would be ideal. In 
their hands within 24 hours for 
sure.
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5. Special Sauce

Leverage Your Data
A Math Problem For You



Example 1
Prospect



What is your recovery rate 
on invoices?

“Recovery” is the portion of your 
invoice that your customers can 

pass along to others to pay.

How much did your roofer 
recover for you?



Example 2
Existing Customer

Image courtesy of FreeDigitalPhotos.net/Ambro



Your 
Shopping 

Center

$8,000 Total 
Spent

$6,000 PM 
Related

$2,500 
Quoted

$3,500 
Savings



COLLECT THE DATA



Data Entry in Field

___ Punctures near equipment
___ Punctures not near equipment
___ HVAC or other non-roof leaks
___ Leaks due to lack of PM
___ Age related leaks

0

0
0

0
2

(caulked 2 rain collars)



Data Entry in Field
(HVAC door fell off, made hole)

___ Punctures near equipment
___ Punctures not near equipment
___ HVAC or other non-roof leaks
___ Leaks due to lack of PM
___ Age related leaks

1

1
0

0
0



Categorizing your 
repairs helps both you 

and your customer.

Win-Win
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QUESTIONS?
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